
7th EASP Conference 

Searching for New Policy Paradigms in East Asia: 

Initiatives, Ideas and Debates 

Access to the Venue (& Accommodation) 

 By Limousine Bus from Incheon International Airport (ICN)  

Right outside of the arrival floor of the Airport, there are 23 bus stops. You will find a bus stop, "5B or 
12A". The limousine bus, numbered 6002, will take you to Shinchon Station. It will take about 50 
minutes to get to Shinchon by the limousine bus. The fare for the limousine is 9,000KRW (about USD 
7). Sogang University and Casaville Shinchon are less than 10 minutes' walk from the station (see the 
map below).  

 By Taxi from Incheon International Airport  

You may also take a taxi on the first floor of the airport. There are three kinds of taxis; Regular, Deluxe, 
and Jumbo. The fare of the Regular taxi to Sogang University and Casaville Shinchon is approximately 
50,000KRW (about USD 39), while the fare of the Deluxe or Jumbo cab costs much more. Make sure 
to carry enough taxi fee with you because the fee is subject to change.  

 Subway To get to Sogang & Casaville Shinchon 

take the green line number 2 and get off at "Shinchon" (stop #240), get out exit 6 and you can arrive 
at main gate within 5 minutes on foot. Or take the brown line number 6 and get off at "Daeheung" 
(stop #625), get out exit 1 and you can reach the south gate within 8 minutes on foot. Casaville 
Shinchon is placed one-minte walk from exit 7 of "Shinchon" subway station (line 2). The basic fare 
starts at 1,000KRW and increases according to distance. Most announcement signs are in both 



Korean and English.  

 Conference venue 

Da-San Hall, Sogang University (No. 14 on the map below) 
1 Sinsu-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul 121-742, Korea. 
Tel: +82-2-705-8114              +82-2-705-8114       

 

 


